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CHAPTER-1 
INTRODUCTION 
The recent developments in Information Technology (IT) have changed 
the world scenario. Each and every aspect of human society has been affected by 
IT revolution and has opened new opportunities and challenges for all. 
(Chakraborty, H.K., 2002) Technological revolution and information explosion 
has changed the contemporary outlook towards the functioning and services of 
Libraries and Information Centers (L & ICs). The Library environment is rapidly 
changing to electronic environment. Electronic media like, floppy disks, 
magnetic tapes, CD-ROMs and DVDs, are slowly replacing the physical hard 
volumes of books and journals. The concept and mode of presentation is 
changing firom static text based to graphics hypertext, audio, video and now has 
reached interactive multimedia. 
1. ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING 
To cope with the accelerated growth of journals, steep rise in their prices, 
decreasing buying powers of the L & ICs coupled with hike in postal charges 
particularly for overseas delivery has led the L & ICs, publishers and users to opt 
for e-publishing and e-delivery of documents at a rapid rate. The delays in 
communicating the research results and the snail process of traditional form of 
publishing have led to the popularity of e-joumals. F.W. Lancaster defines 
"Electronic publishing (EP) is the publishing process when the manuscripts are 
submitted in electronic format edited, printed and even distributed to readers by 
employing computers and telecommunication" (Lancaster, F.W., 1995). Thus 
the fusion of electronics, computer and communication technologies together for 
publishing can be termed as EP to denote any information source published in 
electronic form. This would include sources distributed as floppy disk, magnetic 
tape, CD-ROM etc. and as well as sources not distributed at all but only 
accessible like databases. American Chemical Society was the first professional 
association to offer its publication in electronics form in 1983. Harvard Business 
Review was made available online providing full text article via Bibliographic 
Retrieval Service (BRS) since 1982. Advanced Document Over Network 
Information Services (ADONIS) started its trial version in 1987 with only 224 
Bio-Medical journals being e-published But by 1994, the number of journals 
included in the service rose to 505 and 160 new titles were added in 1995. 
(Thapa, Neelam and Others, 2002). 
1.1 TYPES OF E-PUBLISHING 
Electronic publishing has text, graphics, images, sound and video in a 
multimedia format. Technical tools for the production of EP is powerful and has 
large installed base. Copies of e- Documents are equal or better than the original 
without any loss of quality. This lead to the problem of establishing the 
authenticity. E- documents are tied with the developments in the technology in 
terms of maintenance and preservation. These documents can be distributed over 
the net, which is equal to having the document at every place. 
Major EP resources are as follows: 
i) Electronic Books 
ii) Databases 
iii) Multi Media Documents 
iv) Internet Resources 
v) E-joumals 
1.1.1 E-BOOKS 
An electronic book is usually a collection of digital objects or documents, 
which in turn are packaged and formatted with the intention of being displayed 
on a handled device or read by a speech generating application. There are huge 
numbers of e-books all round the globe but all e-books are not embedded with 
resources. So e-book selection is very important thing to satisfy the clientele. E-
books can save spaces to a great extent. Content of compel of books can be kept 
with in a single electronic books are less costly than paper books. E-books can 
be handled and maintained easily. Information retrieval is possible very quickly. 
1.1.2 DATABASES 
A database is an organized collection of data / information and records of 
documents organized in a machine readable form that can be accessed by a 
computer for retrieving the required information. 
A database is a Collection of items of information that share some thing 
in common. That commonality might be their subject, where they are located 
that they all belong to the same time period, or any other element that ties them 
together. Data bases generally comprise records, individual items of information 
records can vary in size and complexity 
CD-ROM helps to access the information expeditiously and exhaustively 
in a minimum possible time at the doorsteps of users. Several permanent records 
can be made on CD-ROM and various services like reference and information 
service can be made available to readers. 
1.1.3 MULTIMEDIA RESOURCES 
The word multimedia refers to the integration of multiple media - such as 
visual imaging, text, video and sound and animation, in one level. On another 
level, interactive multimedia refers to the ability of the user to control these 
components and interact with them as needed. 
The integration of multimedia technology into the communication 
environment has the potential to transform an audience from passive recipients 
of information to active participants in a media-rich learning process. 
Multimedia is the convergence of computer and communication technology. As 
the name implies multimedia lets out to use several types of media which 
integrates text, voice processing, film, picture graphics, animation etc. 
Multimedia has become the latest cultural phenomena and the thrusts for the 
Multimedia system is due to have a single source for basic information on 
digital media. 
^nt*Hyductioft 
In a Multi Media every file containing information is called an object. 
The objects can be text, images, audio files, video films, video animation 
sequence sound tracks, or any application software packages in the computer. 
The main feature of Mulfi Media is link where one can navigate from one to 
another and with these links any object in the computer can be linked to each 
other. 
1.1.4 INTERNET RESOURCES 
The Internet is literally becoming a lifeline for people. It is changing the 
notion of the library from a closed place to Virtual library e.g.:- Library without 
walls. It's one of the most important and complex innovations of the mankind. 
Physically, the Internet is a large number of computers connected to the largest 
and complete tool for information exchange at the global level. 
j h f Tntpiaa«»t is thc gTcatcst siuglc factor in recent years which has 
changed and is further changing the society starting with basic tools like E-mail, 
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) remote begin (Telnet), to user friendly tools like 
Gopher, WAIS, and WWW for information publishing and accessing. Internet 
has emerged as the care and foundation of the information infrastructure. 
1.1.5 ELECTRONIC JOURNALS 
Electronic journals (EJ) is a periodical available on line or in CD-ROM 
format. In an EJ, all the routines of publishing from the initial stages of paper 
submission to publishing and distribution including accessing can be performed 
using electronic media. The term journal was originated from France in 1863 by 
Francis Mezeray, a France king. Journals are used for communication of 
research oriented information and scholanideas. Different people might have a 
different impression or understanding of the term "electronic journals". 
Electronic journals are often referred interchangeably as "electronic publishing", 
"electronic serials", "paperless journals", "Virtual journals", "online journals"", 
and "electronic periodicals". (Chan, Liza, 1999). 
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In early 1990s e-joumals finally emerged. Today, almost two third of 
scientific journals are available both, electronically and in print and there are 
more than 1000 electronically peer reviewed journals. (Singh, Y.K. and others, 
2003) 
1.1.5.1 DEFINITIONS 
The expert in these fields give the definitions on the basis of production, 
distribution etc. Before coming to definition of e-joumals, we have to consider 
first the definition of a journal. 
According to ALA Glossary (1983) "a journal is a periodical especially 
one containing scholarly article and/or disseminating current in formation on 
research and development in a particular subject field." (Young, H, 1983). If this 
task is done by electronic media then it may be called e-joumals. 
According Mc Millan (1991) an electronic journals is defined as "any 
serial produced published distributed ... via electronic networks such as Binet 
and Intemet". Electronic serials may be defined very broadly as any journal, 
magazine, e'zine, webzine, newsletter or type of electronic serial publication 
which is available over the Intemet. 
David Pullinger and Braian Schaket defined e-joumal as "E-joumals 
are those whose text materials are directly entered by file transfer from a 
computer or by other transfer mechanism in a machine readable form, tools 
editorial processes are facilitate by computer and whose articles are available in 
electronic form to the reader" (Pulinger, D and Brain, S, 1990). 
Encyclopedia of Library and Information Science defines electronic 
journals as "A term used to describe a journal that is published in digital form to 
be displayed on a computer screen". Although not actually dependent on the 
Intemet the success of the electronic journals does follow very naturally from the 
spreading of Internet access. 
^nt/HxUvctlon' 
1.1.5.2 HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT 
The first scholarly journals "Le journal Des Scavans" (Journal of learned 
men) was published as a new medium of communication on Jan.4, 1665 in 
France, for more than three centuries the journal has played a pivotal role in the 
creation and transmission of knowledge by serving as the primary medium of 
scholarly communication. Scientific and scholarly journals are today being 
published in many media: CD-ROM, floppy disk, on compute networks such as 
the Internet, and of course prints. The term e-joumal-short for electronic joumal-
to refers to networked journals but not other forms of electronic journals (on 
floppy disk, etc.). It is well known that some journals began their lives in 
electronic form. And some are exists in two parallel forms, print and electronic 
and other hand some journals are available only in print form. (Rani, Swaroop. 
B.S. and Others, 2000). 
Vannever Bush first described the "e-joumal" in 1967 as a part of 
MEMAX proposal. Before that, on this matter, UNESCO took a project in 1967 
under the name of "to test networking computer as means of improving 
scientific communication". Their first product was published in the form of a e-
joumal in 1980 named MENTAL WORKDOAD. The first prototype and e-
joumal named CHIMO was published in 1976 by the New Jersey Institute of 
Technology. From 1990, most of the e-joumals came into the market and a few 
important were PSYCHOLOCO, OJCCT (Online journals of current clinical 
trial) etc. The first peer reviewed electronic, full text e-joumal including 
graphics was OJCCT. 
In recent year, a large number of online journals have been launched 
which have no print version at all. Meds cape General Medicine journals have 
been launched online and have print version at all. The Royal Society of 
Chemistry, UK has also started a new series of journals, which are available in 
electronic form only. The Journal of Chemical Education has been made 
available on electronic form as JCE Internet. Many Important journals such as 
Nature online, science online New England journals of Medicine, British 
^ntiHxiuctayth 
Medical Journals (BMJ) etc. are also available online. (Chakraborty, H.K. and 
others, 2002). 
2. CHARACTERISTICS OF E-JOURNALS 
Electronic journals have undergone a dramatic transformation in style and 
formal since their initial appearance in the early 1990s. Many now have full-
colour web pages with an attractive and easy to use layout. Despite the fact that 
layout and presentation of e-joumals have greatly improved, and access has been 
facilitated by the web and online archives, users still may prefer to print hard 
copies of selected issues and article to reading from a computer screen. 
Duranceau et. al (1996) describe early and contemporary versions of 
electronic journals as 'first generation' and 'second generation' electronic 
journals. 
Each generation shares a set of common characteristics: 
First generation electronic journals often are 
> Simple file structure; 
> Published by individual or groups of scholars; 
> Disseminated by e-mail, and the implied audience is the individual 
subscriber; 
> Copyright restrictions are usually waived to the extent that proper 
attribution is made. 
Second generation electronic journals are often 
> HTML based or use the web to disseminate specially formatted issues; 
> Issues or articles include graphics, multimedia, or links to other Internet 
resources; 
> File Structures are less hierarchical and there is less uniformity in 
structure from one title to another. 
> Users are notified by e-mail when new issues are available, and may 
retrieve issues from the server, (Kumar, P.S.G., 2001). 
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2.1 TYPES OF ELECTRONIC JOURNALS PUBLICATIONS 
There are currently two distinguishable type of electronic journals:-
The first is offline CD-ROM version which can be distributed in a 
similar manner to printed journals and the second is the online or Internet 
based journals. 
2.1.1 Offline CD-ROM Version 
CD-ROM stands for Compact Disk Read Only Memory, and represents a 
way of digitally storing large amounts of information in a way that's easy to 
search and retrieve. The media of storage and retrieval came in to existence in 
the late 1980s. CD-ROM has high storage capacity and reliable. It is cost 
effective medium of brining computerized literature searching. It is portable and 
has ability to store graphic data. The most important advantage of a CD-ROM is 
how ever that if the CDs are on network then the same CD /Database on a CD 
can be shared by an unlimited number of users, sitting at far off places and at 
their door step. (Nabi Hasan and Others, 2001). 
2.1.2 On line or Internet based Journals 
Online Journals are available through online hosts such as DIALOG. Due 
to high costs they are not likely to be part of library collections. An online 
journal allows remote access. It can be used simultaneously by more than one 
user. It provides timely access. E-joumal supports different searching 
capabilities and saves physical storage. 
Though on the surface, these two types appear alike these are several 
points of considerable difference that one could take note of: 
(a) Readers of online journals can be alerted to new papers or issues via 
electronic mail, discussion lists or newsgroups. Clearly this is not exclusive to 
online publications, but such an information service presupposes that, the, 
receipts is online and therefore seems to carry more weight if the publication is 
also online. 
8 
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(b) Much earlier access to latest articles, due to the immediate nature of 
distribution of Internet online journals as compared to CD-ROM versions which 
depend to snail mail to reach the customer. 
(c) Cost of updating online journals is much less, since the files are simply 
added or simple added or replayed on the specific server. Hence users can be 
made more fi-equent than CD-ROM version, which came out with more or less 
the same fi-equently as the print versions. (Bhattachaiya, Madhuchanda, 2000). 
3. CLASSIFICATION OF ELECTRONIC JOURNALS 
On the basis of the distribution methods the following types of electronic 
journals can be classified 
3.1 Internet Application Electronic Journals or Classic Electronic 
Journals 
Some of the electronic journals are available through Internet 
applications, which are also called classic journals. Originally they were 
distributed via-e-mail but now are available on the web and only announcements 
of new issues are distributed by e-mail. Access to this category of electronic 
journals is fi-ee of cost. 
3.2 Parallel Electronic journals 
These types of journals are published, simultaneously in both forms-print 
and electronic. The online version may include the full text of journal, only table 
of contents or selected articles and excerpts from the print version. The website 
offer previews and excerpts of issue. 
3.3 Database Model and Software Model 
Under the Database model articles reside in a centralized database 
maintained by the publisher and subscribers are given permission to access the 
database and use search software on central computer to locate and downloaded 
articles. The software model provides a piece of software, which runs on Internet 
connected computer and connects to the database of the Journal's Central 
Computer. The users can search and download information, which will be sent in 
^ntfHHluctiofi/ 
proprietary encrypted from. The software would have an expiration date that 
corresponds with the length of the subscription. 
3.4 CD-ROM Journals 
Commercial publishers have also made journal titles available on CD-
ROM. The full text of journals and newspapers has been made available on CD-
ROM. In many cases these titles duplicate print titles held by the libraries. 
Libraries have often subscribed to journals both in print and in microform. 
4. ADVANTAGES OF E-JOURNALS 
4.1 Speed of production and distribution: 
The printing and mailing processes are eliminated while authority and 
publishing system can be integrated easily. Electronic transmission, especially in 
the review process, saves valuable time. This production mode also establishes 
network communication among authors, editors and referees. 
4.2 Accessibility 
It will take only minutes or even seconds rather than hours or days 
(provided the equipment is available). More efficient dissemination of 
information is possible through the matching of articles newly accepted into 
databases with the interest profiles of potential users. 
4.3 Subscription Cost 
The subscription price for print journals is increasing rapidly in contrast 
to the decreasing budget of libraries. Compared to this subscription cost of e-
joumals is less. The producer does not incur the costs associated with retail book 
selling, i.e. there are no 'middleman' costs. 
4.4 Multimedia capabilities 
Besides the traditional plain text, data and information can be presented 
using other features like three dimensional models, motion video and sound. 
10 
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4.5 Hyperlinks 
Links available both within the article and to other articles are very 
helpful for the users. Even publisher and authors can be contacted via e-mail 
links. 
4.6 Available 
Sometimes in a typical library, journals issues and individual articles may 
be in use by somebody, or in binding section or missing although. Th^e types of 
find hindrances are not there in the case of e-joumals. 
4.7 Updation 
An electronic text can be update or corrected with great immediacy, 
where as a book must either go through a second edition, or if the error is caught 
in time, have an erratum slip inserted. 
5. DISADVANTAGES 
5.1 Technological barriers 
The technology is still, to a significant degree, user- unfriendly to many 
people. All the academic community may not have access to needed equipment 
and network. An electronic version not only requires computer hardware, but 
also software, and this software will have to know the format of the journal to 
display it. Online journals are less permanent. Sometimes the network 
connection can be slow and the screen quality of graphics and photos will not be 
that good. 
5.2 Economic Barriers 
The equipment required for accessing e-joumals is expensive, frequently 
as technology progresses and incurs heavy maintenance costs even to read the 
abstract one may have to pay too much students and research scholars, who are 
the main users in academic libraries, may find it difficult. The pricing schemes 
of some suppliers of e-journals are very complicated and limiting, and this might 
hinder libraries from utilizing e-joumals. Some times full text e-joumals cover 
only a small percentage of what is available in paper. (Chan, Lisa, 1999). 
11 
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5.3 Some other disadvantages 
> The psychology that proper, being a more permanent medium is more 
authentic than e-media. 
> Difficulty to remember the password. 
> The lack of originality. 
> Difficulty in citing the web based journals or articles due to the volatility 
of medium. 
> People are still not accustomed to reading off the computer monitor and 
prefer to take a printout. 
6. IMPLICATIONS OF E-JOURNALS IN ACADEMIC 
LIBRARIES 
It is understood that libraries can contribute a lot to the progress of 
academic community. Keeping in mind the changing information needs of users, 
they must develop and enhance the services they offer to their users. Many 
academic libraries make use of electronic sources of information to satisfy their 
clientele, and among these e-joumals do have an impact on academic libraries. 
These are the some important implications of e-joumals in the routine activities 
of academic libraries that need to be considered. 
6.1 SELECTION AND ACQUISITION 
The important criterion for selection of printed journals use clear 
understanding of.... 
> Objectives of parent organization 
> The purpose of libraries 
> Users needs and requirements 
> Resources (Information resumes, Finance etc.) 
> How the resources will be used above. 
But for the solution of e-joumals, along with, following important issues 
also need to be taken into accouiit:-
> Quality of product 
> Service concern 
12 
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> In addition, the modes of access, pricing, preservation, licensing etc. 
assume great importance in the selection process. 
6.2 CLASSIFICATION AND CATALOGUING 
Classification and Cataloguing of electronic sources has been a point of 
discussion since its inception. Libraries should be alert to emerging standards for 
cataloguing electronic publications. Some authors suggest that libraries should 
allow paper and electronic form the same title to reside on the same 
bibliographic record to facilitate access, even though national standards do not 
yet allow such practice. 
In Internet, there are many sites which use DDC or a Broad system of 
Ordering (BSO). Some of them are:-
(a) Cyberdency : A category for the world wide web David A Mundi, 
Pittsburgh. 
URL:http://ivory.lm.com/~mundie/DDHC/CyberDewey.html 
(b) Internet resources in Dewey Decimal Order with DDC subjects: Mid-
Continent Public Library 
URL.http.V/ww.mcpl.Iib.mo.us/dewey.htm 
Attempts are being made to make classification scheme as a tool for 
automatic classification and indexing. Scorpion is one of the project in this area, 
under taken by OCLC. 
6.3 ARCHIVING 
E-joumals are one of the fastest growing offerings on the Internet. A local 
archive of scholarly e-joumals would be of substantial value. But archiving is a 
major issue as a for as e-joumals are concerned. According to the ARL 
(Association of Research Libraries) survey 28% of the surveyed libraries totally 
depend on the publishers for archiving. Other method is forming a shared 
archiving at national level, regional level, and provide access to all members. 
This retails to forming a consortium for achieving and sharing equally the 
advantages occurring from the arrangement. (Madhuchanda, B., 2000). 
6.4 LICENSING 
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Publishers are not feeling convenient with copyright law; therefore 
license agreement came in existence. License for electronic product continue to 
be used by publisher as legal contract prices, limit access, define use and users, 
and protect their right. It is a written contract between uses and developer of the 
information product services setting forth the terms under which the Licencer 
grants a licence to a licencee. It describes the authorized uses and users of 
lincensed information are the core of the lincence agreement. (Kushvah, S. Singh 
and Others, 2001). 
6.5 USERS ACCESS 
Students and Research scholars form a major part of users in academic 
libraries. Depending on the funding, downloading and printing can be provided 
in libraries. So libraries should have the necessary infrastructure (Madhuchanda, 
B., 2000). Access via publisher or aggregator and making library patrons access 
of e-joumals access. Slow Internet connection is hindrance to the provision of 
on-line services. 
6.6 TRAINING OF USERS 
In academic world a small number of library staff have to serve very large 
number of staff and students. So training of users is very essential in libraries. 
The areas in which training is given would include not only these of electronic 
primary journals from many different publishers, but also the use of abstracts 
and indexes databases, databanks, CD-ROM publications, documents delivery 
service and electronic short lo a facilities for reading list materials. Training may 
even be given to academic staff and research staff and research students in 
authority the electronic publication. (Singh, S.P. and Others, 2001). 
6.7 PRICING 
The pricing structures of e-joumals vary significantly from vender to 
vendor and from publisher to publisher; Subscribers or Librarians should watch 
for variations among pricing structures and note that these pricing structures are 
not static. In current scenario even Singh publisher offering different pricing 
slots for the subscribers, users like one is that of access instead of ownership. 
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libraries continue to experience severe budget restrictions and face a crises with 
regard to the maintenance of their journal collections. Libraries are also making 
none to publishers their requirements with regard to e-joumals: ownership of 
data how they would like to use the electronic information. 
6.7.1 Pricing Models in use 
What are some of the models being used by publishers for pricing 
electronic journals? the most common by used are: 
> Print and electronic combined - at one price. Here the price for the 
electronic version is not shown separately and electronic is not available 
separately. 
> Print and electronic combined - but with a visible surcharge for the 
electronic version for example 10%, 20%. It is optional whether the 
electronic version is taken. 
> The electronic version available on its own often at the same price as the 
print or possible at a lower prince. 
> Pricing for consortia - Library consortia are growing worldwide and 
increasingly approach journals publishers for consortia based pricing for 
e-joumal access for their members. A number of major publishers have 
developed consortia pricing policies. Whilst for some the policy may 
fairly established for many the pricing for consortia is negotiated 
individually and agreements may be unique to a specific. 
Another solution is putting together consortia of libraries to provide 
access to sets of e-joumals. A third solution is the creation and maintenance of 
electronic archives of journals articles without reference to commercial 
publishers. Alternatively, as Lee Ketcham-van orsdel and kathleen Bom find in 
their survey, that some publishers are offering access to groups of e-joumals 
either themselves of. through "aggregators", which serve a similar functions to 
print subscription agencies, (http://www.educause.edu/ir/library/html/cem9842. 
html). 
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7. E-JOURNAL CONSORTIA IN LIBRARIES 
Group of libraries come together with common interest to form 
consortium. One of the libraries or agencies work as coordinator for 
identification of libraries for each publisher, negotiation, legal etc. the aim of 
Consortia is to achieve what the members of the group cannot achieve 
individually. 
7.1 NEED FOR CONSORTIA 
> Indian Institutions are finding it hard to maintain the subscriptions to even 
for core journals due to ever increasing cost of the journals subscription 
and also shrinking budget. 
> The average number of subscription to international journals by Indian 
Institutions are even less than 500 titles, where as the average number of 
American universities is more than 4000 titles. 
> Improving the quality and standard of research in Indian Institutions and 
bringing it to a level of global recognition by improving the access-base 
of literature to them is essential. 
> Whole world is moving towards electronic publishing an the cost of the 
electronic publishing is much cheaper than that of the print version. 
> Academic and Research users can now hope to have access to their 
learned journals articles in electronic form as the electronic access is 
comparatively cheaper. 
7.2 ADVANTAGES 
> Technological developments, electronic publishing of scholarly journals, 
emerging of consortia, pricing models of the publishers gives new 
opportunities for libraries to provide instant access to information. 
> Number of publishers offer consortia, if their purchase is big enough 
access to their whole range of journals - that is very member of the 
consortium gets electronic access not only to the journals currently 
subscribed to but all the journals published. 
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> Many libraries currently subscribe only to those journals that they can 
afford, though interested on other journals but they cannot afford to 
provide access to those. This approach helps them to provide access. 
> Such a consortium agreement will give the library and also the user 
extended access - that is better service - and reduce the costs. 
It is cooperative association of libraries of different types. Its purpose is to 
share human and information resources so that the collective strengths of the 
institution facilitate the research and learning of the members constituents. A 
consortium supports resource sharing and provides services to users through 
progranunes in cooperative acquisition, access to electronic resources, access to 
physical collections, enhanced interlihrary \oan and document delivery. There 
are about 16 major consortia's in Asia and among them are to major Indian 
consortia's are 1. Forum for Resource Sharing in Astronomy (FORSA) at http:// 
www.iiap. emet.in /library/forsa. html. 2. Indian Digital Library in Engineering 
Science and Technology (INDEST). The electronic journal centre of consortium 
has impressive collection ofelectronic journals from publishers like Elsevier, 
Academic Press, Springer Verlag, John wiley and sons and American Physical 
Society. 
8. CONSORTU IN IIT AND NPL LIBRARIES 
8.1 Indim Institute of Technology (IIT) 
Indian Institute of Technology Delhi (IITD) established in 1963 is one of 
the six institute of technology in India created as centers of excellence for higher 
training, research and development in science, engineering and technology. 
8.1,1 IIT Library; An Introduction 
IIT Delhi library supports the teaching, research and development 
programmes of institute through one central and 18 departmental libraries. The 
central libraries are its main constituent part. It is one of the most modern 
academic libraries. It is three storied, centrally air conditioned building. All the 
students, faculty, employees of the imtitniQ are entitled to make use of its 
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services and facilities. It also extends its facilities, to the industries under its 
corporate membership programme. Its collection exceeds to more than three 
lakhs comprising Books, Periodicals, Standards, Technical Reports, Pamphlets, 
Microfilm/Microfiche, CD-ROM databases. The library has access to more than 
1300 electronic journals. Central library also has video - viewing facility. The 
library has a rich collection of books on science and technology including 
chemistry, mathematics, physics, chemical engineering, civil engineering, 
computer science, electrical and electronics engineering, textile engineering, 
biochemical and biomedical engineering. The library subscribes to 850 current 
journals. Besides, library also has a good collection in the areas of humanities 
and social sciences. The collection on humanities and social sciences is housed 
on the ground floor of the library. 
The total collection of the library as on 31 *^ march 2003 is as follows: 
Budget (2002-2003) 
Books 25 lakhs 
Journal printed 3.02 crore 
CD-ROM /Online 55 lakhs 
Total 3.98 crore 
Library Membership. There are 6,365 members including students, research 
scholars, staff and others. 
8.1.2 Library Services 
> Electronic Reference Library (ERL) : The Central library IITD has 
recently switched over to the Silver Platter's Electronic Reference 
Library technology for providing access to bibliographic databases 
subscribes on CD-ROM. 
> Networked based CD-ROM search services: The library offers 
network-based CD-ROM search services from the CD-ROM databases 
subscribes in the central library. Most of the databases have now been 
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transferred to ERL technology. A CD-NET was installed in the library 
enables searching of CD-ROM databases on the campus intranet. 
> Computerized Circulation (Barcode Circulation System): The central 
library has successfully switched over from the ticket based manual 
methods of issue to computerized circulation system based on the bar-
coded patrons cards and bar-coded books. The complete book collection 
in the library has been bar-coded. 
> Library Catalogue: The library offers computerized catalogue search 
services through the OP AC interface of the LIBSYS. 
> Video Library: The central library has a collection of more than 700 
videocassettes. Most of the videocassettes collection in the library 
consists of video recording of series of classroom lectures delivered by 
the IIT faculty to the undergraduate engineering students. 
> Inter-library Loan and Document procurement Services: The library 
offers interlibrary loan service to its user for the books and periodical not 
available in the IIT library by procuring them from other libraries within 
Delhi, Document procurement Services can be made available from 
NISCAIR, British Library Lending Division or other document delivery 
services if the user is willing to bear the expenses involved. 
> Xeroxing Facility: The Xeroxing facility in the library is extended 
through an external outfit, namely M/s Electra Photo Studio, who is 
permitted to operate from within the IIT Delhi, Central Library premises. 
> Reference Services and General Assistance: Readers may approach the 
Reference and Membership Desk for information for any assistance in the 
use of library collections and services. Users may contact Computer 
Application Division for computerized services, CD-ROM based search 
services and web based electronic journals. 
> Textbook and Book bank: The library maintains a separate collection of 
textbook, which can be consulted within the library premises on 
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deposition of Identity Card/Text -Book Ticket at the text-Book counter 
for a limited period not exceeding 90 minutes. 
8.2 E-JOURNAL CONSORTIA IN IIT LIBRARY 
IIT provides access to full text electronic journals subscribed under 
INDEST consortia (MHRD). These are under Springer Verlag. (http://link. 
springer, de), ACM Digital Library, (http://portal.acm.org/portal.cfm), ASTP 
(http:// www.il. proquest. com/pqdauto), Science direct (Elsevier Science) 
(http://www. sciencedirect. com/), lELonline (ht^:// ieeexplore. ieee. org), 
ABI/INFORM (http://www.il. proquest. com/pqdauto),J-GATE (http://j-gate. 
infonnationxo.in), American Society of Civil Engineers: (http://www. 
pubs.asce.org) or (http://ojps.aip.org), American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers (http://www. asme.org/pubs/joumals). 
8.2.1 Access to Bibliographic Database Subscribed Under INDEST 
Consortia (MHRD) 
These are under COMPENDEX Plus & Inspec (http://www. 
ie.org/eg2/home), MathSci Net (http://ams.org./mathscient ), Science Finder 
Scholar access through a Z39.50 client to be installed on each PC, Web of 
Science (http:// isiknowledge. com), 
8.2.2 CD-ROM Database 
The CD-ROM database available at Institute's LAN through the ERL 
interface http:// 10.116.2.102.8590) (http.V/www.iitd.ac.in/acad./library/ 
service/er41.htm) are: 
Under the World Textile 1970+, Derwent Biotechnology Abstracts, 
ASTM Standards-Full text, Indian Standards-Full text. 
9. NATIONAL PHYSICAL LABORATORY (NFL) 
The National Physical Laboratory is one of the earliest national 
laboratories set up under the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research. The 
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main building of the laboratory was formally opened by Late Prime Minister, 
Shrimati Indira Gandhi, on li"^ December 1975. 
9.1 NATIONAL PHYSICAL LABORATORY LIBRARY (KSK 
LIBRARY) 
KSK library is the new name of NPL Library. It is named after Prof K.S. 
Krishna, The founder director of NPL. On the occasion of the birth centenary of 
Prof. Krishnan in 1999, the laboratory dedicates the electronic library to his 
memory. 
Library £-CoUection 
Print and Electronic Journals 30 
Print Journals only 82 
CD Databases 8 
INSPEC, MSCI, Current Contents / Phy. Chem. and Earth Sciences, 
Current Contents / Engg, Comp. and Tech. 
Budget 
Total library budget is approx. 1.12 crore (2002-2003) including 2 lakhs 
for books and 98 lakhs for periodical/journals. From 2002-2003 financial years 
onwards library is not spending any amount for subscribing databases or other 
electronic information resources. It is now available through CSIR consortia of 
scientific journals. 
Library Membership 600 (including staff and scientists) 
9.2 SERVICES AT KSK LIBRARY 
a) CD-DATABASES 
Access to CD-databases us permitted to bonafide members of the Library 
members of the Library only. These are single user databases and as such access 
to these database is permitted within library premises only, and not online on the 
NPL Intranet. 
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b) OPAC 
Online Public Access Catalogue is a database of cataloguing records of 
books available in the holdings of the KSK Library and searchable online on the 
NPL Intranet. At present it covers 25568 titles out of 43,255 held in-house. It is 
being continuously updated to make it a comprehensive database of total 
collection of the library. 
c) Impact Factor Database 
Impact Factor Database is a database of records of journals indexed in 
Science Citation Index. The database is searchable online on the NPL Intranet. It 
is useful for searching impact factor data of SCI indexed journals. Its period of 
coverage is 1999-2000. 
d) Science at NPL 
Science at NPL is a specialized database of NPL publication output 
reported in journals and conference proceedings and as indexed in the INSPEC 
database. It is accessible online on the NPL Intranet. The database covers 
INSPEC records covering the period from 1989 onwards. 
e) Information analysis 
Undertaking analysis of publication output by impact factor of the 
reporting journals, country of publication, institutional affiliation of the author, 
and broad subject fields, etc. 
f) Literature search 
Bibliographic information retrieval from databases such as INSPEC, 
Materials Science Citation Index, and Current Contents. 
g) Reference service 
Serves as user interface between the library resources and the library 
users 
h) Inter-Library Loan 
Providing physical access to resources of libraries across the countries. 
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i) Document Delivery 
Giving photocopy of documents from in-house collection to users on 
demand. 
j) Library Membership 
Library membership to external users on payment basis. 
k) Photocopy service 
In-house facility for making copies of library publications and documents. 
10. E-JOURNAL CONSORTIA IN NPL LIBRARY 
CSIR contributes significantly to the development of highly qualified 
Science & Technology manpower at the national level through grant of Research 
Fellowships, Research Associate ship and supporting Extramural Research 
Grants. The main objective of CSIR consortia is to strengthen CSIR library 
resources by pooling, sharing and providing electronic access, international 
databases and in-house information service to scholars and scientists of CSIR 
laboratories. CSIR is also going to provide access to Elsevier E- journal to all 
CSIR Laboratories under CSIR consortium. 
11. NEED AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
In the present era of information explosion, more and more publication 
are becoming web centered. Most of the science and technology libraries have 
changed the contemporary outlook towards the functions and services. The 
library environment is rapidly charging to electronic environment. 
Every year both IIT & NPL Libraries are spending a huge amount for the 
subscription of e-journals. So the investigator decided to conduct the study for 
measuring the Utilization of Electronic Journals by the users of Indian Institute 
of Technology and National Physical Laboratory, Libraries. 
12. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The problem selected for the present study is entitled "Utilization of 
Electronic Journals in Libraries of Indian Institute of Technology and National 
Physical Laboratory, New Delhi: A Comparative Study". 
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13. DEFimXION OF TERMS 
Utilization: Random House Webster's Unabridged Dictionary (2001) 
define utilization as "to put use: turn to profitable account". 
Electronic Journals: According to Encyclopedia of Librarianship and 
Information science "a term used to describe a journals that is published in 
digital form to be displayed on a computer screen. Although not actually 
dependent on the Internet, the success of the electronic journals does follows 
very naturally from the spreading of Internet access." / 
Library: According to Oxford English Dictionary "A collection of books 
and other library materials kept for reading study and collection." 
Indian Institute of Technology: III was established in 1961 by the 
ministry of scientific Research and cultural affairs govt, of India by the 
Institution of technological, act 1963 the library of the Institution has grown as 
an excellent technological library. 
National Physical Laboratory : NPL was established on 4"' January 
1947 by Hon'ble Pt. Jawahar Lai Nehru, Vice President of Interim National 
Government of India. The main activities of NPL are based on Research and 
Development. 
New Delhi : New Delhi is the capital of India. Here almost all modern 
and important libraries especially science and technology are situated i.e. IIT, 
NPL, NISCAIR, AIIMS etc. 
Comparative study: Random House Webster's Unabridged Dictionary 
(2001) defines comparative as "proceeding by, founded on, or using comparison 
as a method of study". 
14. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
(i) To examine the level of information of e-journal service by the users 
of IIT and NPL Libraries, New Delhi. 
(ii) To know the place where users are used to access e-journals in IIT and 
NPL. 
(iii) To assess the purpose of e-joumals in IIT and NPL, Library users. 
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(iv) To find out various kinds of electronic materials, accessed by the 
users, 
(v) To determine the users opinion regarding the authenticity, use and 
satisfaction level by e-joumals. 
(vi) To aware about most popular e-journals titles among the users of both 
libraries, 
(vii) To assess the opinion of users on e-joumals over print journals, 
(viii) To know the medium of storage of e-j oumals articles. 
(ix) To recognize whether libraries of IIT and NPL provide special 
training to their users for appropriate use of e-journals. 
(x) To find out the most popular search engine which providing 
frequently access to the e-joumals. 
(xi) To understand various factors those are discouraging the users in 
using e-joumal service in both institutions. 
15. HYPOTHESES 
The following hypotheses were formulated for the present investigation;-
(i) Majority of the library users are utilizing the available e-joumals in Indian 
institute of technology and National Physical Laboratory, New Delhi, 
(ii) Most of the users are satisfied with the e-joumals service provided by the 
libraries. 
(iii) A good numbers of users are prefer to read printed journals than e-
journals. 
(iv) Users of IIT and NPL libraries are very much benefited by the e-joumal 
consortia among the libraries. 
(V) Users and staff of IIT and NPL libraries are facing some problems while 
accessing to e-journals. 
16. SCOPE AND LIMITATION OF THE STUDY 
The objective of the present study entitled "Ufilization of Electronic 
Journals in Libraries of Indian Institute of Technology and National Physical 
Laboratory, New Delhi: A Comparative Study". The main purpose of study is to 
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find the utilization level of electronic journals in libraries of Indian Institute of 
Technology and National Physical Laboratory New Delhi. For the study, the 
variables taken for detailed analysis are, users and staff of both libraries of 
Indian Institute of Technology and National Physical Laboratory, New Delhi. 
The investigator was able to identify. Some of the major limitations such as: 
(i) The present study consists of only the e-joumals users. 
(ii) The geographical area is restricted in Libraries of IIT and NFL, New 
Delhi. 
17. ORGANIZATION OF REPORT 
Chapter-1 
Introduction: The introduction chapter deals with brief small description about 
electronic publishing, electronic journals, definitions of electronic journals, 
history of e-joumals, characteristic and classification of e-journal, implications 
of e-joumals in libraries, brief description about IIT and NPL library, e-journal 
consortia in IIT and NPL Libraries, need and significance of the study, definition 
of the terms introduction about IIT and NPL Libraries, statement of the problem, 
definition, objectives of the study hypothesis and scope and limitation of the 
study. 
Chapter-2 
Review of related literature: A total number of 34 previously published 
literature related to electronic journals are include. 
Chapter-3 
Methodology: The chapter deals with the selection of the problem, 
methodology, pilot survey, variables taken, sample population, scope of the 
study, tools and techniques employed and date analysis method. 
Chapter-4 
Analysis and Interpretation: This chapter deals the analysis and interpretation 
of data collected through questionnaire, informal interview and observation. 
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Chapter - 5 
Conclusion, Findings and Suggestions: this chapter covers Conclusion, 
Findings, Suggestions and Recommendations for further study. 
The last part of the dissertation contains bibliography and appendices. 
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16. Kushwah (Shivpal Singh) and Others. E-journals Acquisition end 
Management Challenges for Indian University Libraries. IMeL 2001, pp. 
137-145. 
17. http://www. edu course.edu/ir/library/html/cem9842.html 
18. Random House Websters Unabridged Dictionary. 2"'* ed. Random House: 
New York. 2001. 
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CHAPTER-2 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Review of related literature is very essential in a new investigation topic 
study of related literature implies locating, reading and evaluating of 
investigation as well as report of casual observation and opinion that are related 
to the individuals planned investigation topics. 
In any worthwhile study in the field of investigation, the investigator must 
have an adequate knowledge with the work that has already been done in the 
area of his research. Investigation must have up to date information about what 
has been thought and done in the area of his investigation topic. 
In brief this chapter presents an overall review of studies conducted 
abroad as well as in India in a chronological order regarding the topic 
"Utilization of Electronic Journals in Libraries of Indian Institute of Technology 
and National Physical Laboratory, New Delhi: A Comparative Study." 
Investigator reviewed only those studies, which are similar to the present study 
or indirectly related to the present study. 
Under the title "Supporting under graduate learning through the 
collaborative promotion of e-joumals by library and academic departments", 
Colvin, John and Keene, Judith (2004)' reports that introduction of e-journal 
into Higher Education institutions in the United Kingdom has been relatively 
well documented, in terms of their purchase, management and uptake. However, 
the impact on learning other than trends in usage and some indications of 
students and researchers attitudes, has not quantified. This paper evaluates a 
project designed with the primary aim of testing a hypothesis that promoting the 
use of e-joumals can enhance learning. A member of library staff and an 
academic within the Business School ran it jointly. Analysis of the results 
indicated that effective collaboration between academic and library staff, the 
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timely embedding of e-joumal induction into the learning process and 
associating it with the assessment process, can significantly enhance the learning 
of students. 
Murlidhar, M and Others (2004)^  presented a paper in the conference entitled 
"Electronic Journals: Guidelines for Licensing Agreements and Access 
Monitoring," They emphasis the importance of e-joumals and need for licensing 
agreements. This paper address the core issue of the changing status and the role 
played by the learned periodicals and their actors. The producers of e-journals 
are requiring "licenses" to content in order to protect profiles by restricting 
unauthorized access. Indicates the role of Publisher, Aggregators and 
Subscription agents in publishing of e-joumals. List out salient guiding 
principles for purposes of such negotiations. It is widely expected that a great 
deal of scholarly communication will move to an electronic format. 
Sankran, S Pillai and Others (2004)^  discussed that electronic resources are 
predominant in the last few years in information environment. The students in 
the library science school in India were taught how to evaluate the print form of 
reference sources was the only form available in the libraries for the users. How 
ever the e-resources cannot simply and easily replace print resources there are 
many issues, which need to be addressed before resorting to e-resources. 
Librarians should be aware of the advantages and disadvantages of e-journals 
and they could identify and balance the facts that would make e-joumals a 
success or failure in their libraries. 
Bonthron, Karen and Others (2003)'* examine disciplinary differences in the 
use of electronic journal by academic staff and students and considers whether 
library services need to differentiate between staff and students when planning 
support services for electronic journals. Findings from to research projects are 
collated one, an in-depth study of academic staff at one UK institution, and the 
other a cross-sectional, longitudinal sector study. Interviews were conducted 
with 35 staff and over 500 students. Results indicates that academic staff 
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incorporate electronic journal usage into their working patterns in different ways 
than students and that these differences may effect attitudes towards support 
services designed to promote electronic journal usage. Disciplinary differences 
also need to be considered. 
Under the title "Promoting Remote Use of E-joumals by RCN Members 
Across the UK and Abroad" J. Lord (2003)^  felt that the Royal College of 
Nursing has been offering remote access to e-joumals since 2001. Working 
together with our partners; Blackwell Publishing, Health Communication 
Network and more recently Ovid, we aim to provide a friendly service. How 
ever, ensuring that the service is used effectively by our large membership-
different information literacy skills, different health sectors, in the UK and 
abroad-is a challenge. This paper outlines, the various strategies employed to 
meet the challenge. Methods used include links from the database British 
Nursing Index to the e-joumals, as well as being able to search the journals 
separately. A survey to check whether we are meeting our members needs was 
due to take place in Febmary, 2003. 
King, Donald W (2003)^  conducted a study under the title "Patterns of Journal 
Used by Faculty at Three Diverse Universities". He says university libraries are 
rapidly moving toward electronic journal collections. Readership surveys at 
Three Universities with different levels of e-journal implementation demonstrate 
how transition to electronic journal collections affects use patterns of faculty and 
staff The university of Tennessee was a transitional phase. When the survey was 
done (2000), the university of Pittsburgh had acquired a large electronic journal 
collection, but with some duplication with print journals (2003) and Drexel 
University had migrated to nearly (2002). Although faculty use of print 
subscriptions remains significant, electronic personal subscriptions are used only 
in frequently by faculty even though this is an option available to them. On the 
other hand, electronic journals use is very high when available in library 
collections. 
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Welch, Jeanie M. (2003)' examine that electronic journals and aggregated 
databases affect the roles and tasks of public services librarians in several ways. 
Jeanie Welch and Melissa Homburge discuss significantly different roles they 
have acquired as a result of their libraries' electronic journals and aggregated 
databases. Welch elaborates on her changing roles in collection development as 
she evaluates serial collections in a mixed print and electronic environment, 
decides which print serials titles to cancel when duplicated by full-text electronic 
access, and negotiates new print serials when electronic access is not available. 
Homberge described her new role of partnering with Instructional technology to 
educate teaching faculty about full text. 
Under the title "E-joumals and Citation Patterns : Is It All Worth It ? SuIIenger, 
Paula (2003)* reviewed clearly that for many decades, librarians have attempted 
to measures use of serial collections and the advent of electronic journals has 
opened up new avenues for measuring use. However, many vendor-supplied 
usage statistics are unsatisfactoiy. Two Yale University librarians tried another 
approach and conducted a citation analysis to compare usage before and after the 
arrival of electronic journals. They wanted to answer a basic question: Did the 
purchase of electronic journals not previously held in print affect citation pattern 
of Yale authors. 
Emery, Jill (2003)^  opined that today's library users are Web savvy but not 
always Web educated. As more and more of a library's print journals collection 
becomes part of the library's electronic collection, we must take on the roles of 
guiding and teaching students how to navigate and learn from their interactions 
with electronic journals. The teaching Electronic Journals workshop discussed 
the opportunities we have to educate our users about electronic journals and how 
to use and cite them effectively. 
A domain analytic study in four scholarly disciplines under the title "Reasons for 
the Use and Non-use of Electronic Journals and Databases." Talja, Sanna and 
Maula, Hanni (2003)'^  contribute to the development of a domain analytic 
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approach for explaining the use and non-use of e-joumals and databases. They 
identify and define factors to account for disciplinary differences in e-joumals 
use, outline hypotheses to be tested more rigorously in future research, and test 
them initially on a limited data set. The empirical data was gathered as a part of 
a wider qualitative study-exploring scholars, use of networked resources in four 
different disciplines: nursing science, literature/cultural studies, history and 
ecological environmental science. They suggest that e-journals and databases are 
likely to be used most heavily in fields in which directed searching is the 
dominant search method and topical relevance the primary relevance type, and 
less in fields in which browsing and chaining are the dominant search methods 
and paradigmatic relevance the primary relevance type. The findings also 
support the Bates hypothesis that domain size has an important impact on the 
search methods used. 
Harring, Susan Devis (2002)" explained under the title "Use of Electronic 
Resources in Scholarly E-joumals: A Citation Analysis". This article describes a 
citation analysis of research articles from scholarly electronics e-journals passed 
in 1999-2000. The analysis focused on the extent to which scholars are using 
electronic resources and the types and subject areas of online resources that are 
being referenced. Results indicate a growing reliance on electronic resources by 
scholars, a high occurrence of nontraditional types of resources, and a relatively 
high use of interdisciplinary references. 
Benerjee, Swapan Kumar (2002)'^  rightly said that the diversity of electronic 
journals in the past five years has led some to predict the extinction of traditional 
academic journals, that a new "Paradigm" is sweeping scholarship. A closer 
examination of ways in which digital and printed scholarly journals are 
developed clearly indicates that most electronic journals are not all that different 
in their fundamental editorial processes than print. Hence future researchers will 
enjoy a rich variety of media to share ideas and date with colleagues, providing 
greater opportunities for communication, debate and agreement. 
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Under the title "How to Manage E-joumals". Gayatri, D. and others 
(2002)'^ explain that, this is the Information revolution era, the shift for print-
based communication to electronic channels of communication. Over the past 
few years a significant number of publishers have been making their titles 
available in electronic form. An information professionals managing journals 
subscriptions on behalf of our users we have had to come up new procedures in 
order to handle electronic access to journals. Each publisher has its own policies 
an electronic access to their journals. Many electronic journals are only available 
to subscribe which means that they are made available with a password. To keep 
a record of e-joumals we need the URJ. We can use the MARC 856 tag for 
electronic access in order to record the URL. 
A qualitative study carried out under the title "Use and Awareness of Electronic 
Information Services by Academic Staff at Leeds Metropolitan University-A 
Qualitative Study". Andrew, Hewitson (2002)''' explores the report results of an 
investigation, undertaken at Leeds Metropolitan University, to study and 
awareness and extent which University Academic Staff use and assimilate 
electronic information services (EISs) into their work the research was 
conducted using two methods: a quantitative study involving a questionnaire 
mailed to a random stratified sample of 200 university staff: and a qualitative 
study, which addressed four specific areas: the characteristics of the respondents 
(age, gender, faculty); the perceived level of the information Technology (IT) 
literary of staff; the frequency of use by academic staff of different EISs offered 
by the university and academic staffs perception of student use. The study also 
investigated a number of further areas, including: How academic staff of the 
university obtained information for their work; coolant they do with the if they 
obtain; how aware are university staff of EISs; how confident are academic staff 
in using EISs and the barriers that exist to their use, the extend to which 
academic staff are integrating the use of EISs into students educational 
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experience and what the university can do to support staff better in there use of 
EISs. 
Hahn, Karla L. and Faulkner, Lila A. (2002)'^ highlights under the title 
"Evaluative Usage-Based Metrics for the Selection of E-joumals". This article 
explores the usefulness of available e-journals usage statistics and develops three 
metrics and three benchmarks based on those metrics. The proposed metrics 
build on earlier work that assesses the value of print journals, although the 
earlier work modified extensively to fit the e-joumals arena. The e-joumal 
statistics and metrics are further transformed to address a completely new area of 
application the evaluation of potential purchases. Statistics and metrics are used 
to build three benchmark measures for assessing e-journal candidates for 
purchase. A comparison of Science and nature site licenses illustrates the utility 
of the assessment benchmarks. The benchmarks, metrics, and statistics 
developed here provide a reliable framework for assessing both current 
collections and candidate collection of e-joumals. Implications for standards 
development are clear; content measures are desperately needed for the 
development of an effective suite of e-journal statistics. 
Fosmire, Michael and Young, Elizabeth (2002)'^ reports result of a survey of 
the level of access provided to selected, free scholarly electronic journals by 
academic libraries. A list of scholarly journals that are available electronically 
without any access limitations was complied, and for each title the number of 
holding institutions on OCLC and its coverage by major abstracting and 
indexing services were determined. The twenty-five most popular titles, 
determined by number of holding institutions on OCLC, were searched on a 
random sample of library Web sites and catalogs to provide a separate gauge for 
access levels provided by institutions. Despite approximately half the titles being 
indexed by major vendors, including 88 percent of the top twenty-five, access 
levels were fairly low and decreased dramatically with size of the institution. 
The Bulkting of the American mathematical Society Journals of Extension 
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provide examples of free e-joumals with print counterparts. Approximately one-
half and one-third of the institutions, respectively, provide access to only the 
print versions of these journals (in the latter case, the print version is no longer 
produced, so access to current issues is not provided). 
Brennan, Martin J. and others (2002)'^  attempted a survey under the title "A 
Snapshot of Early Adopters of E-joumals: Challenges to the Library". This 
study, a qualitative exploration of wide array of issues related to there search and 
teaching habits of early adopters of e-joumals in a research setting, was 
conducted in the spring of 2001 with faculty in the basic and health sciences at 
the University of Illinois at Chicago. Open-ended questionnaires provided a 
framework to wide-ranging discussions of perceptions, expectations, and 
changing practices pertaining to e-joumals and other electronic resources. The 
results were analyzed with a specific focus on shared behaviors and value, 
disciplines-depended variations, and changing research and teaching habits. 
Several challenges for library resources and services are identified and 
discussed. 
Singh. S.P. and Sharma, A.K. (2002)'* explain the electronic revolution affects 
the traditional role of the academic library as an Institution that collects and store 
information and markets it available to its users. The electronic collection is 
available in the form CD-ROMs or Online on net. It is not necessarily present at 
the library, it can be stored anywhere for e-users the more important is its access. 
In the age of Internet, the electronic information sources are very popular and 
high cost effective. There are having an edge over print sources. For a librarian, 
a number of issues and challenges are associated with the usage of e-
publications. This paper has attempted to address some key issues related to the 
collection development of electronic information resources in an academic 
library environment. 
Chakraborty, H.K. and others (2002)'^ reveals that electronic Journals have 
now been recognized as a major link in scholarly communication. The timely 
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publication, ease in delivery, incorporation of multimedia contents, hyper linking 
and search facility etc. are some of the feature, which have attracted interest of 
both library and scholarly communities. The article deals with importance, 
definition, evolutionary trends and access of e-joumal. It discusses along with 
advantages, the burning issues and challenges to the present and future library 
and information professionals. The articles ends with the comment that the 
electronic journal is finally "Coming of age" as result of the explosion of 
Internet use, particularly World Wide Web technology. 
Bradely, Schaffener (2001)^ ° examines the impact of electronic technology on 
Libraries and scholarship. It focuses on some of the challenges of using e-
resources in research which include the cost of acquiring electronic formats and 
the effect that such expenditures have another library services and collected 
development practice the article also explores how electronic resources have 
changed the way students and scholars conduct research. The goal of this essay 
is not to criticize or condemn e-joumals but rather to illustrate that electronic 
technology is simple one tool among others, for the dissemination of 
information. As such electronic resources should complement rather than other 
formats. 
Under the title "E-joumal bonding and its impact on academic libraries: some 
early results (Nabe, Janethan (2001)^ ' attempted to address that the electronic 
journal packages, or bundles, have become standard resources in academic 
libraries in just the last few years. The impact on collections and budgets will be 
significant, but are largely yet unmeasured. A survey was designed to begin to 
provide some date concerning the financial and collection implications of these 
bundles, and was distributed to the fourteen academic libraries with in the 
Booster Library Consortium. Results are presented and discussed. 
Christie, Anne and others (2001)^ ^ surveyed under the title "Developing an 
Online Science Journals Collection : A Quick Tool for Assigning Properties". 
They tries to draw on practical experiences that Oregeon state University 
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Libraries are committed to increasing electronic access to information. The 
catalog, myriad databases, and a small collection of e-books are accessible over 
the Internet. OSU Libraries are now focusing attention on access to primary 
science journals. Using an existing library liaison network, we conducted an 
informal e-mail poll of science faculty. We asked them for lists of the "top ten" 
journals that they would like to access electronically. These faculty lists have 
been complied into an Excel spread sheet for analysis. Other data added to the 
spread sheet include the publisher, whether or not the libraries have a current 
subscription (print or electronic), cost of the subscription, Licensing conditions 
and the ISI impact factors and rankings. We are using this Information to set 
priorities for the allocation of staff time and available funding to develop the 
online science journals collection. 
Under the title "Comparing Patterns of Print and Electronic Journal Use in An 
Academic Health Science Library" by Moose, David H. and others (2001)'^ ^ a 
study was undertaken in an academic biomedical library setting to compare the 
usage of a matched set of biomedical literature available to users both in print 
and on the web. The study results showed that for journals volumes in the study 
subset (the 1998 volumes of 194 titles), users accessed the electronic version 
more than ten times as often as the print version during the 6 months study 
period. The results fiirther revealed a remarkably similar usage curve in the print 
and electronic data, with just 20% of titles accounting for nearly 60% of usage in 
both study sets. Conversely the bottom 40% of ranked titles in both the print and 
electronic study sets accounted for just 9% of total usage. 
Chartron, Ghislaine (2001)^ '* tries to assess electronic resources and 
documental consortia in French Scientific Institutions. He reports, the results of 
a questionnaire and telephone survey of 48 French research libraries affiliated 
associations, commercial out lets for electronic scientific documentation (83 
percent response rate), conducted during Q2 2000, to asses the development of 
consortia and documentary purchasing groups of electronic library and 
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infonnation materials within higher education and research institutions. The 
results of May 2000 show that associative or affiliated library structures tend not 
to be currently involved in coordinated purchasing of printed and electronic 
resources. Nevertheless a variety of actions of different levels are highlighted 
(product, institutional, regional and subject levels) of the 30 respondents 
comprising libraries of the EPST, EPIC, high education establishments and other 
types of bodies, 13 are already involved in purchasing groups for electronic 
resources, and six have no experience or group purchasing of consortia for the 
purchase of e-scientific documentation are being created in France but his 
process continues in European countries. 
Rogers, Sally A. (2001)^ ^ attempted to study usage of E-journals, under the title 
"Electronic Journals Usage at Ohio State University". This study differs from 
others on e-joumals usage over a three-year period rather than reporting data 
gather at single point in time. E-joumal, printed journals, and database usage 
data from campus polls conducted annually, 1998-2000, at one large research 
university show increased use of-joumals and decreased use of printed journals 
by faculty and graduate students as the number of available e-journals increased 
from two hundred to more than three thousand. Little or no statistical correlation 
between age and frequency of use was found. The majority of frequent uses of 
all three types of resOources were from departments in the sciences. Transcripts 
from the 1998 poll provided insights into attitudes toward replacing printed 
journals with e-joumals. The advantages and disadvantages mentioned were 
consistent with previous studies. 
Kushwah, Shivpal Singh and Others (2001)^ ^ in the title "E-journals 
Acquisition and Management Challenges For Indian University Information 
Libraries" point out that print still predominates in journals publishing, but that 
may fade very soon. Gradually, scholarly journals are moving towards reliance 
on digital forms. Couples of studies have demonstrated journals use, use 
fullness, and value. The scientists have steadily increased their reading, which 
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according to a study done by National Science Foundation, was 90 to 106 
articles per year in 1990s. 
Shoba, J (2000)^' clearly indicates that e-journals have become very popular on 
the internet as many publishers have started bringing out journals sometimes in 
electronics as the only form. This has become a profitable business for the 
publications. In this paper advantage of e-joumals over the print journals 
discussed. 
Subscription of the E-journal is different from the traditional subscription 
models. There are different subscription models available. The subscription 
model differs for publishers to publisher. The different subscription models 
available on the Internet are also discussed. The subscription terms and access 
models also differ for each publisher. There aspects are also discussed for e-
joumals published by leading e-journals publishers in the field of science and 
technology. 
Rawtani, M.R. (2000)^ * attempted to explain that in a period of considerable 
uncertainness and change, publishers and producers of electronic materials are 
developing a diverse number of pricing formulae and changing mechanisms to 
market their products. The paper examines these pricing models, particularly for 
electronic journal. The pricing relationship with paper formats is important 
during the transition. However, research is progressing overseas (e.g. PEAK 
project) and new models of pricing are being proposed for the future. The paper 
attempts to analyze the available option and how will they impact upon the 
customer base question for the funding of electronic resources and their 
distribution across the organizations are also explored. 
Sutradhar, B. and Sarkhel, J.K. (2000)^ ^ tried to assess the various problems 
faced in subscribing the scholarly journals by different libraries of IITs, BARC 
and TIFR (IBT) in India are identified. Discusses how the subscription price 
increased, growth in number of journals (print and electronic), fluctuation of 
India rupee over foreign currency and to avoid of duplicate subscription of 
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scholarly journals are the major factors for the development of resources sharing 
program in the areas of journals subscription among IITs, BARC and TIFR. 
Discusses various steps to set up a consortium for proper management of 
resources sharing program among the libraries of IITs, BARC and TIFR. This 
paper also discusses the methods, with example associated with the creation of 
electronic union catalog of journals and union current arrived list of journals, 
electronic document delivery services from different libraries, key word search 
program, hardware and software requirements, browsers, HTML tags, HTML 
editors etc. 
Bhattacharya, Madhuchanda (2000)^ *' emphasized the importance of 
electronically publishing journals in the present context, and the benefits and 
drawbacks have been enumerated. Evolution of the electronic journals has been 
described with special significance to Internet-based journals. All this leads to a 
nascent but potent idea of the library being the possible originator or publisher of 
the electronic journals. Its resources, manpower and infrastructure could be 
reorganized to accommodate electronic journals publishing as one of its 
functions. Pricing of the electronic journals has also been discussed, although 
this remains, by and large, an unresolved issue. The example of the D-Lib 
Magazine of the D-Lib forum has been mentioned for better understanding of the 
electronic journals concept. 
Vithayathi, Joy (1999)^' gives an overview of the e-journals in science and 
technology available in the internet along with their websites address. As a 
background, the models used for making e-journals available through the 
internet are described and a format used for making e-journals more acceptable 
by adding values are discussed. The paper also touches the history of e-journals, 
the plus points they have over print journals and the major problem involved in 
e-publishing. 
Shemberg, Marian and Grossman, Cheryl (2000)^ ^ investigated under the title 
"Electronic Journals in Academic Libraries: A Comparison of ARL and Non-
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ARL Libraries". In late 1997/early 1998, they conducted a survey dealing with 
library provision of electronic journals and other electronic resources. They 
compared the responded from a census of Association of Research Libraries 
(ARL) to a sample of non-ARL Master's, Doctoral, and Research institutions, of 
the 299 libraries surveyed, 250 surveys were returned for a response rate of 83.6 
percent. Analysis of the responses emphasizes the number and types of 
computers available in libraries electronic resources in libraries, past and future 
cancellation decisions and archiving responsibilities. It was determined that both 
ARL and non-ARL libraries offer extensive electronic services to their 
constituents. Libraries are beginning to cancel paper journals in favour of 
electronic versions. There is little consensus about who will achieve electronic 
journals. 
Chan, Liza (1999)"'^  rightly said that as a literature review, this article begins 
with a brief historical background of electronic journals. It then delineates the 
positive and negative aspects of the technology and reviews the crucial issues 
and trends concerning electronic journals, which librarians need both to be aware 
of and understand. Some practical implications that are unique to academic 
libraries are also discussed. Although it is relatively new territory, it is certain 
that librarian' analytical abilities and cooperative efforts to examine and balance 
the factors can make electronic journals a success in academic libraries. 
Whalley, Brian and Others (1996)^ * in the article identified that, a brief review 
of the functions of electronic journals is given, together with an overview of a 
new World Wide Web distributed electronic journal: Glacial Geology and 
Geomorphology. This is a 'pure' e-joumal, with no paper version and is peer 
reviewed. It can be viewed as a subscription into a milieu which has a variety of 
'value added' capabilities. From a library point of view, there are advantages in 
space conservation but difficulties in access and payment method. The overall 
advantage of electronic journals, however, is that they can be adaptive and 
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evolve to changing trends in personal and library utilization of large volumes of 
information. 
CONCLUSION 
It is clear from the review literature that many surveys and studies have 
been conducted from year 1996 onwards. Most of them are related to e-joumal 
services in academic libraries in all over world. In India, no study has been done 
to measure utilization level of e-joumals in IIT and NPL libraries, New Delhi. It 
also found that the literature pertaining to e-joumals in science and technology 
libraries and services in India is rarely available. 
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CHAPTER-3 
METHODOLOGY 
The chapter deals with the methodology used in the study and has been 
discussed under the following headings: 
> Selection of the Problem 
> Methodology 
o Observation method 
o Personal Interviews 
o Questionnaires Method 
> Tools used for the Study 
> Pilot Survey 
> Variables taken 
> Sample Population 
> Scope of the study. 
> Data Collection Procedure 
> Data Analysis 
1. SELECTION OF THE PROBLEM 
The problem selected for the present study entitled "Utilization of 
Electronic Journals in Libraries of Indian Institute of Technology and National 
Physical Laboratory, New Delhi: A comparative study". The problem deals with 
the use of electronic journals in Indian Institute of technology and National 
Physical Laboratory. Electronic journal replaces print journals in some extend 
Mostly the full print version is not available electronically. Print version in 
published several months after the electronic version. In this study the 
investigator tried to find of the degree of utilization and the problems faced by 
the users in searching the electronic journals. 
2. METHODOLOGY 
Methodology has its on important in scientific investigation, because 
objectivity in any research investigation can not be obtained unless it is carried 
out in a very systematic and land manner. Scientific investigation involves 
careful and proper adoption of research design, use of standardized tools and 
tests, identifying adequate sample by using appropriate sampling techniques, 
sound procedures for collecting data and than after careful tabulation of the use 
of appropriate statistical techniques for analyzing the data. For this study the 
investigator used questionnaire, personal interview and observation methods. 
2.1 OBSERVATION METHOD 
Observation is a well established techniques for collection of data. It is 
method of acquiring knowledge about the world around us. The observation 
method of acquiring knowledge about the world around us. The observation 
method is normally employed in measuring, testing characterizing human 
behaviour. Under the observation method, the information is sought by way of 
investigators own direct observation, without asking from the respondent. In 
measuring, testing characterizing human beings the remembers usually being 
with the observation behaviour. 
2.2 PERSONAL INTERVIEWS 
In this method the investigator follows a rigid procedure and seeks answer 
to a set of pre conceived question through personal interviews. This method is 
usually carried out in a structured way where output depends upon the ability of 
the interviews to large extent. Such interview involves the use of a set of 
predetermined questions and of highly standardized techniques of recording. 
2.3 QUESTIONNAIRE METHOD 
Goode and Hatt state "Questionnaire refers device for securing answers to 
questions by using a form which the respondent fills himself. Questionnaire is a 
tool to collect date from divers large and widely scattered population groups. 
The important stop in this method is to take care in the design of questions. This 
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method consists of a careful translation of the objectives of survey into a set of 
questions, may ask for the opinion or factual information. The question ore 
formed in such a way that the relation of one question to another can be readily 
apparent to the respondent, question sequence must be clear & answer can be 
given by checking yes or no by selecting one of the possible answer provided in 
the questionnaire. 
3. TOOLS USED FOR THE STUDY 
Questionnaire, observation, informal interview are used as the tools for 
the study for collecting necessary data. 
4. PILOT SURVEY 
A study proceeding the main study usually the check the viability of the 
study design in known as pilot study or survey. To deciding the present 
questionnaire or questions are relevant for the purpose of the study the 
investigator were distributed questionnaire among 25 users and staff of the 
Libraries of Indian Institute of Technology and national Physical Laboratory for 
the pilot study which was helpful in modifying the questionnaire suitably. 
5. VARIABLES TAKEN 
In order the collect and get the meaningful conclusion the following 
variables are analyzed in detail: 
5>^  Library users 
> Library staff 
5.1 LIBRARY USERS 
The group of people who access the electronic journals available in the 
Libraries of Indian Institute of Technology and National Physical Laboratory at 
New Delhi. 
5.2 LIBRARY STAFF 
The group of people who use as well as provide electronic journals access 
to their users in the libraries of Indian Institute of Technology and National 
Physical Laboratory at New Delhi. 
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6. SAMPLING 
Data originally collected for an investigation are known as primary data. 
Such data are original in character. The primary data may be collected by 
following either census method or the sampling method. 
Under the census method data are collected from each and every unit of 
the universe. The Universe may be person household shop field. Factory 
University and the like. 
Sampling method is the process of learning about the population on the 
basis of a sample. Sample is that part of the universe which we select for the 
purpose of investigation. A sample should exhibit the characteristics of the 
universe. It should be a microsome a word which literally means 'small 
universe'. 
Paul L. Erdos and Arthur J. Morgon defines a sample, "Statistical 
Sampling may be defines as a process of selecting a segment of the universe 
obtain information of ascertainable reliability about the population." 
Block and Block define a sample as "It is a small piece of population 
obtain by a probability process that mirrors, with know precision, the various 
patterns and Sub-classes of the population. 
7. SAMPLE POPULATION 
It is not feasible to collect large quantities of data having each and every 
library user in two different libraries. Therefore samples were selected by using 
stratified sampling method (having students and research scholars). Under 
stratified sampling, random sample technique was adopted. 
The preset study was conducted on a sample of users and library staff in 
the Libraries of IIT and NPL, New Delhi. 
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7.1 SAMPLE DISTRIBUTION 
Table-1 
S.No. 
1 
2 
Library 
IIT 
NPL 
Total No. of Questionnaires 
Distributed 
Questionnaire 
126 
62 
188 
Responded 
Questionnaire 
122 
56 
176 
Questionnaire 
Analyzed 
100 
50 
150 
A total number of 126 questionnaires were distributed in IIT library, 122 
questionnaires were responded and get back. The investigator selected only 100 
questionnaires for the analysis of data as 22 questionnaires were rejected 
because of in complete response from the respondents. 
A total number of 62 questionnaires were distributed in NPL library, 56 
questionnaires were responded and get back. The investigator selected only 50 
questionnaires for the analysis of data as 6 questionnaires were rejected because 
of incomplete response from the respondents. 
8. SCOPE OF THE STUDY 
In order to achieve the objective of the study and get the meaningful 
conclusion the sample taken from the various libraries users viz. 
> Indian Institute of technology, New Delhi. 
> National physical laboratory, New Delhi. 
9. DATA COLLECTION 
Investigator visited NPL and IIT and approached the user to collect the 
necessary data. Questionnaire were distributed to the users and filled in 
questionnaire user collected back after 4 hours. The investigator personally 
consulted users, made an informal talk regarding various aspects of their 
libraries. Besides this observation method is also used to observe the effective 
useofe-joumals. 
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10. DATA ANALYSIS METHOD 
The collected data were systematically analyzed after different operations 
like editing classification and coding etc. and interpreted on the basis of 
objective format. Delegation about the analysis of data are tabulated and 
presented. Based on the analysis on data, finding and some suggestions have 
been given. 
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CHAPTER-4 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 
The problem for the present study is "Utilization of Electronic Journals in 
Libraries of Indian Institute of Technology and National Physical Laboratory, 
New Delhi: A Comparative Study". 
The collected data are organized and tabulated by using statistical 
methods, tables and percentages. This chapter deals with the analysis and 
interpretation of data which have been collected through questionnaire, interview 
and observation. The chapter have been divided in to two parts :-
(i) User response analysis 
(ii) Staff response analysis 
126 questionnaires were distributed in IIT and NPL libraries respectively in 
the month of October-November, 2003. 108 questionnaires were returned from 
IIT users and the investigator selected only 100 responses from IIT for the 
analysis of data because of incomplete response from the respondents. While out 
of 62 only 56 questionnaires were returned and the investigator selected only 50 
responses for the analysis of data, because of incomplete response from the 
respondents. 
A- USER RESPONSE ANALYSIS 
1. Main Purpose of Visit the Library 
In order to know the purpose of visit the library, the purpose has been 
classified into four, (i) For Study Purpose, (ii) To Browse Internet, (iii) For 
Research, (iv) To Search E-journal/CD-ROM. 
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S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Table-2 
Purpose 
For Study 
To Browse Internet 
For Research 
To Search E-joumals/CD-ROM 
82 
25 
15 
22 
IIT 
(82%) 
(25%) 
(15%) 
(22%) 
NPL 
18 (36%) 
22 (44%) 
43 (86%) 
25 (50%) 
(Multiple answers were permitted) 
The above table shows that 82%) of IIT library users and 36% of NPL 
library users visit the library for study purpose. 25%) of IIT library users and 
44%) of NPL library users visit the library to browse the Internet. For research 
purpose 15%) of IIT library users and 86%) of NPL library users visit to the 
library. To search e-joumal /CD-ROM, 22%o of IIT library users and 50%) of 
NPL library users visit the library. The above analysis also shows that highest 
percentage of IIT library users visit the library for study purpose, while highest 
percentage of NPL library users visit for research. 
As far as visit of library to search e-joumals is concerned, 22%) of IIT 
users and 50% of NPL users visit the library for e-joumal use. It may the reason 
that e-joumals are available on their desktop through intranet in both institutions. 
2. Access to Electronic Journals 
Table-3 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Purpose 
Department 
Home 
Library 
Cyber Cafe 
Hostel 
IIT 
50 (50%) 
20 (20%)) 
22 (22%) 
22 (22%) 
48 (48%) 
NPL 
27 (54%) 
6 (12%)) 
25 (50%) 
10 (20%) 
22 (44%)) 
(Multiple answers were permitted) 
In given table-3 indicates that 50% of IIT library users and 54% of NPL 
library users, access to e-joumals from their respective departments. 20% of IIT 
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library users and 12% of NPL library users, access to e-joumal from home. 22% 
of IIT library users and 50% of NPL library users, access to e-joumals from 
library. 22% of IIT library users and 20% of NPL library users access to e-
joumals from cyber cafe, while 48% of IIT library users and 44% of NPL library 
users access to e-joumals from hostel. Thus it clearly shows that a large 
percentage of users access to e-joumals from department. 
3. Frequency of Using E-journais 
The frequency of using e-journals helps to know the use and satisfaction 
level of the users. If users are using frequently, it can be said that they are using 
the e-joumals efficiently. 
Table-4 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Purpose 
Daily 
Twice in a Week 
Occasionally 
Rarely 
IIT 
40 (40%) 
50 (50%) 
7 (7%) 
3 (3%) 
25 
20 
4 
1 
NPL 
(50%) 
(40%) 
(8%) 
(1%) 
(Multiple answers were permitted) 
The above table clearly shows that 40% of IIT library users and 50% of 
NPL library users, using the e-joumals "daily". 50% of IIT library users and 
40% of NPL library users are using e-joumals "twice in a week". Whereas 7% of 
IIT library users and 8%) of NPL library users are using e-joumals 
"occasionally". Only 3% of IIT library users and 1% of NPL library users are 
using "rarely". Thus it clearly shows that a large percentage of users are using e-
joumals regularly. 
4. Kinds of Electronic Resources 
Table - 5 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Kinds of electronic resources 
E-joumals 
CD-ROM Databases 
Online Databases 
Others 
IIT 
48 
39 
26 
11 
(48%) 
(39%) 
(26%) 
(11%) 
NPL 
23 
18 
25 
6 
(56%) 
(36%) 
(50%) 
(12%) 
(Multiple answers were permitted) 
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As shown in table-4 and figure-1, the highest percentage of IIT library 
users (i.e. 48%) and NPL Ubrary users (56%) are frequently access e-joumals 
while 39% of IIT library users access CD-ROM databases and 36% of NPL 
library users regularly. The analysis is further reveals that 26% of IIT library 
users and 50% of NPL library users access to online databases frequently. A 
very small percentage of users access to other kind of electronic materials i.e. 
11% of library users and 12% of NPL library users. Thus it is clear from the 
analysis that users of both libraries are generally prefer to access e-journal 
resources. Other kind of electronic material may be e-newspaper, e-books, 
multimedia resources etc. 
5. E-journal/CD-ROM Use 
Table-6 
S.No. 
1 
2 
Purpose 
For Study 
For Research 
IIT 
65 (65%) 
35 (35%) 
NPL 
20 (40%) 
30 (60%) 
The analysis reveals that 65% of IIT library users and 40% of NPL library 
users are using e-joumal / CD-ROM services for study purpose while 35% of IIT 
library users and 60% of NPL respondents are using e-journals for research 
purpose. 
6. Use ofFull Text E-journals 
There are a lot of full text e-journals that are frequently using by IIT and 
NPL library users. Some of them generally used in IIT are-Atmospheric 
Environment, Chemical Review, Chromatograph, and Organizational Science 
etc. 
There are four full text e-journals generally accessed by NPL library 
users. These are - Electronic Digest, Electronics Today, Physics Review, and 
Chemical Reviews etc. 
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7. New Journal List Service 
New journals list service is a list of names and e-mail address that are 
grouped under a single name. When a users places the name of the mailing list in 
a e-mail client's to: field the client's send that message to the machine where the 
mailing list resides, and that machine message to all the address on the list. 
18% of IIT users and 76% of NPL users are using new journal list 
service. So investigator can say most of the NPL users are aware about new 
general service. 
8. E-journal Contents 
Table-7 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Purpose 
Less than (10%) 
20-40% 
More than (50%) 
No Response 
IIT 
10 
20 
18 
52 
(10%) 
(20%) 
(18%) 
(52%) 
NPL 
5 
24 
20 
1 
(10%) 
(48%) 
(40%) 
(2%) 
It has been found from the table-7 that "less than 10%" of e-joumal 
contents are using by the 10% of users from both libraries. 20% of IIT library 
users and 48%) of NPL library users are using "20-40%"of e-joumal contents. 
18% of IIT users and 40% of NPL users are using "more than 50%" of e-joumal 
contents for research purpose. While 52% of IIT respondents and 2% of NPL 
respondents given no response. 
9. Method Used to Read Full Text 
The analysis of table-8 and figure-2 reveals that 32% of IIT library users 
and 30%) of NPL library users use to read full text on the screen whereas 40% of 
IIT library users and 20% of NPL library users prefer to read full text from 
printout on the paper. 
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Figure No. 2 Method Used to Read full text 
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Table-8 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Purpose 
On the screen 
Printed on the paper 
Download in the floppy 
Other methods 
IIT 
32 
40 
24 
4 
(32%) 
(40%) 
(24%) 
(4%) 
NPL 
15 (30%) 
10 (20%) 
23 (46%) 
2 (4%) 
24% of IIT library users and 46% of NPL library users download in to 
floppy to read full text later on. Only 4% of users using another method such as 
sending to e-mail address to read full text. It is clear from the analysis that most 
of the users (40%) in IIT library prefer to read from the material on prinfout. 
While 46% of NPL users download material in the floppy to read e-joumai full 
text. 
10. Preferable Version 
TabIe-9 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
Preferable version 
Print 
Electronic 
Both (equally) 
IIT 
36 (36%) 
25 (25%) 
39 (39%) 
NPL 
22 (44%) 
10 (20%) 
18 (36%) 
Table-9 evidences that 36% of IIT library users and 44% of NPL library 
users prefer to read print version, while 25% of IIT library users and 20% of 
NPL library users prefer electronic version to read. 39% and 36% of IIT and 
NPL library users prefer both versions equally. 
U. Downloading E-journal Articles 
Table-10 shows that 82% of users from IIT library and 88% from NPL 
library users indicated that they are downloading e-joumals form the computer. 
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Table-10 
S.No. 
1 
2 
Response 
Yes 
No 
IIT 
82 
28 
(82%) 
(28%) 
NPL 
44 
11 
(88%) 
(22%) 
12. Medium of Storage 
Table-10.1 further shows that 30% of users storing the e-journal articles 
to e-mail in both libraries. While 48% of IIT library users and 30% of NPL 
library users are using computer disk as medium of storage. 
Table-10 .1 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Medium 
E-mail 
Computer Disc 
Hard Copy 
Diskettes 
30 
48 
39 
35 
IIT 
(30%) 
(48%) 
(39%) 
(35%) 
NPL 
15 (30%) 
15 (30%) 
22 (44%) 
12 (24%) 
(Multiple answers were permitted) 
39% of IIT library users and 44% of NPL library users are using hard 
copy as storage medium of e-journals articles. While 35% of IIT library users 
and 24% of NPL library users are using diskettes as storage medium of e-journal 
articles. Thus, from the above analysis it is clear that most of the IIT library 
users 48% are using computer disc to store articles whereas 44% NPL users are 
using hard copy to store e-journals articles. 
13. Problems Facing by Users to Access of E-journals 
It is clear form the table 11 and figure-3, that 40% of users are facing 
slow downloading problem while access of e-journals in both libraries while 8% 
of IIT library users and 10% NPL library users are facing language problem 
when access to e-journals. 
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Figure No. 3 Problems facing by the Users to access of E-journals 
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S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Problems 
Slow Downloading 
Language 
Guidance 
Printing Facility 
No Problem 
IIT 
40 
8 
20 
32 
15 
(40%) 
(8%) 
(20%) 
(32%) 
(15%) 
NPL 
20 1 
5 
21 
5 
13 
(40%) 
(10%) 
(42%) 
(10%) 
(26%) 
(Multiple answers were permitted) 
20% of IIT library respondents and 42% of NPL library respondents are facing 
guidance problem to access of e-joumals. 32% of IIT library users and 10% of 
NPL library users are facing problem of printing facility. It is interesting to note 
that 15% of IIT library users and 26% of NPL library users are not facing any 
problem while browsing the e-joumals. 
14. Search Engine Gives Frequently Access 
Table-12 describes clearly that 60% of IIT users frequently access to e-
joumals from Google search engine while 56% of NPL library users frequently 
access to e-joumals from same search engine. 32% of both IIT and NPL library 
users access to e-joumal from yahoo search engine. 
Table-12 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Search Engine 
Google 
Yahoo 
Atlavista 
Any other 
60 
32 
10 
18 
IIT 
(60%) 
(32%) 
(10%) 
(18%) 
NPL 
28 (56%) 
16 (32%) 
10 (20%) 
10 (20%) 
(Multiple answers were permitted) 
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15. Barriers For Not Using E-journals 
Table-13 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Barriers 
Unfamiliar to E-joumals 
Non Availability of Full Text 
Lack of Training 
Slow Downloading 
IIT 
8 
20 
40 
32 
(8%) 
(20%) 
(40%) 
(32%) 
NP2 
4 (8%) 
15 (30%) 
18 (36%) 
13 (26%) 
(Multiple answers were permitted) 
It has been found from the above analysis that 8% of users from both 
libraries are not using e-joumals as they are not familiar to e-joumal titles in 
libraries. 20% of IIT library users and 30% of NPL library users revealed that 
they are facing non-availability of full text of e-joumals. Where as 40% of IIT 
library users and 36% of NPL library users disclosed that lack of training found 
32% and 26% of IIT and NPL respondents respectively opined that slow 
downloading are the reasons that would discourage them for accessing e-
joumals. 
16. Satisfaction with £-journals Service 
Almost all users of IIT and NPL are satisfied from e-journal services 
provided by the libraries of IIT and NPL. 
B- STAFF DATA ANALYSIS 
This analysis has been done from the responses collected from 15 library 
professionals of IIT Delhi and 10 NPL library staff respectively. 
17. Commencement Year of CD-ROM and £-journals 
Table-14 
S.No 
1 
2 
Services 
E-joumals 
CD-ROM 
Commencement 
IIT 
1997 
1997 
NPL 
2000 
1992 
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Table-14 clearly shows that IIT library commenced both e-journals and 
CD-ROM services in the year 1997, whereas NPL library commenced e-journals 
service in year 2000 and CD-ROM in year 1992. 
18. Budget Allocation (2003-04) 
Table-15 
S.No. 
1 
2 
Budget 
E-journals 
CD-ROM 
IIT 
19 Crore 
3 Crore 
NPL 
NR 
NR 
The table-15 depicts budget allocation for the subscription of e-journals 
/CD-ROM databases for the year 2003-04. The data shows that in IIT library has 
been allocated Rs. 19 Crore for the subscription of e-joumals and 3 Crore for the 
subscription of CD-ROMs respectively. In the case of NPL library, there was no 
response from the librarian regarding budget allocation for the subscription of e-
joumal and CD-ROM databases. However it has been observed that NPL library 
is the member of CSIR e-joumal consortia. They have full access to about 1200 
e-joumals through the consortia. 
19. Number of E-journals Subscribed in the Libraries 
There, more than 2000 e-joumals accessible in IIT library. Whereas, no 
response was given by NPL librarian about number of e-journals available 
through CSIR consortia. 
20. Subscription Mode of E-journals / CD-ROM Databases 
Subscription mode of e-journals/CD-ROM databases is through vendor in 
IIT and through CSIR consortia in NPL library. 
21. Types of Users Using E-journal /CD-ROM 
The investigator observes that in IIT library, all type of users i.e. 
researchers, students and faculty members are using e-joumals/ CD-ROM. In 
NPL library all scientists are using e-joumals/ CD-ROM including other 
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students. Investigator can say that about 100% of users are using e-joumals/CD-
ROM provided by the libraries. 
22. Most Popular Publisher Among Users 
The investigator clearly find out that all Elsevier Science Group journals 
are most popular among both in IIT and NPL libraries followed by Springer 
Publishers. 
23. Problems Facing by Staff While Providing E- journals/ CD-ROM Service 
Table-16 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Problems 
Slow Downloading 
Lack of Maintenance 
Lack of Training 
No Problem 
Total No. of Respondents 
IIT 
3 (20%) 
. . 
5 (30%) 
7 (50%) 
15 
2 
3 
5 
— 
10 
NPL 
(20%) 
(30%) 
(50%) 
" 
This analysis based on the responses given by 15 respondents from the 
staff of IIT library and 10 respondents from staff of NPL library, to know the 
various problems faced by professionals while providing e-joumal /CD-ROM 
services. 
24. User Training Programme 
(i). Most of all respondents said that use training programme is very essential 
in both libraries i.e. in IIT 80% of staff and NPL 72% of staff In IIT library 
orientation programme has been provided by the vendors to the library, staff for 
having better e-joumal service. 
(ii). No user training programme is provided by the libraries of IIT and NPL 
for better utilization of e-resources. 
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25. E-journal Consortia 
As far as consortia of e-joumal is concern, IIT is member of 9 IIT's 
consortia and INDEST consortia while NPL is member of CSIR consortia for e-
joumals. 
26. Opinion About E-journal Consortia 
The investigator observes the staff opinion about e-journals consortia in 
the libraries of IIT and NPL are given below, 
(i). 40% of IIT and 34% in NPL respondents viewed that consortia is very 
essential to access more electronic journals, 
(ii). 38% in IIT and 42% in NPL respondents reviewed that consortia is very 
good because of limited budget, 
(iii). 22% of IIT and 33% of NPL library professional said that consortia is the 
need of time. 
27. Impact on Users After the Introduction of E-journals /CD-ROM 
Table-17 
S.No. 
1 
2 
Response 
Yes 
No 
IIT 
81% 
19% 
NPL 
95% 
5% 
Tabler-17 clearly shows that in IIT and NPL libraries. There is an impact 
on users after the introduction of e-joumal due to time saving, currency of 
knowledge, and information on desktop. 
> Usage of e-journals increased in both libraries. 
> Most of the users search e-journal form department, hostel, cyber etc. 
> Least number of the users come in the library to search e-journals. 
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28. If Yes : Impact on Users 
TabIe-17.1 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Response 
Saving of Time 
Research Quality Improved 
Position Improved 
Information Improved 
Less Users Coming in the Library 
Total Number of Respondents 
7 
6 
2 
15 
IIT 
(46%) 
~ 
(40%) 
— 
(14%) 
(100%) 
NPL 
3 (30%) 
6 (60%) 
— 
1 (10%) 
— 
10 (100%) 
It is clear from the above table that 46% of IIT staff and 30% of NPL staff 
respondents revealed that users are saving their time. 60% of NPL staff 
responded that research quality improved. 40% of IIT staff responded that users 
of institution position improved. However 14% IIT library professional felt 
number of users are decreasing day by day. 
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CHAPTER-5 
CONCLUSION, FINDINGS AND SUGGESTIONS 
The present study is sought to examine the utilization level of e-joumal 
service in IIT and NPL libraries. Most of the objectives are met satisfactory. The 
study reveals that most of the users are satisfied with the use of e-joumals in 
libraries of IIT and NPL. From this study the investigator has been able to find 
out that maximum users of IIT and NPL libraries are consulting e-joumals from 
their departments and central libraries, not only for updating there knowledge 
but also for collecting the relevant information for their study and research 
purpose as information can be acquired expeditiously through e-journals. Most 
of theTIT users printed e-joumals on the paper while most of the NPL users 
download e-joumals in the floppy to read full text. A large number of users 
storing e-joumal articles in computer disk and hard copy. Both library users are 
facing problems of language, slow down loading and lack of guidance. Google 
search engine provide frequently access of e-journals in both libraries. Most of 
the users are facing lack of training as a barrier for not using e-joumals. 
However, it is common feeling that e-joumal will not replaced the traditional 
print format but rather, compliment it as a new medium of communication. 
FINDINGS FROM USER ANALYSIS 
The following are major findings of the present study generated: 
1. Table-2 evidences that main purpose of library visit by the IIT users is 
study purpose and NPL users visit the library for research purpose. 
2. It has been observed from the analysis that most of the library users 
access to e-joumals from their respective departments in both libraries. 
3. Analysis indicated that most of the users are browsing e-joumals either 
daily or twice in a week (Table-4). 
4. The analysis reveals that e-joumal is the most popular electronic resource 
among the users of both IIT and NPL libraries. 
Goficlii&ion/y ^uuliqj^ and Si^^^e^Uon^ 
5. Majority of IIT library users are using e-joumal for the purpose of study 
while most the NPL users are using e-joumals for research purpose. 
6. The analysis of data indicated that the following e-joumals are using 
frequently in the following libraries:-
IIT NPL 
1. Atmospheric Environment 1. Electronic Digest 
2. Chemical Review 2. Electronics Today 
3. Chromatograph 3. Physics Review 
4. Organizational Science 4. Chemical Reviews 
7. In NPL library majority of users are using "New Journal List Service" 
while only less number of IIT users are aware about "New Journal List 
Service". 
8. Forty Eight percent of NPL library respondents 20% of IIT respondents 
are using 20-40% of e-joumal contents to their study / research work. 
9. Forty percent of IIT respondents prefer to read full text print out on the 
paper while 46% of NPL respondents prefer to read full text after 
downloading in to the floppy disk. 
10. A good number of NPL library users (44%) prefer to print version of 
journals where 39% of IIT users prefer both printed and electronic version 
(Table-9). 
11. Majority of the users expressed that they are downloading e-joumal 
article from the system and 48% of IIT users store e-journal articles in 
computer disk where as 44% of NPL users prefer to store e-joumal 
articles in hard copy (Table-10.1). 
12. Google (www.google.com) and Yahoo (www.yahoo.com) search engines 
are the popular search engine among the users of both libraries. 
13. Lack of training is a major barrier facing by the users of both library of 
IIT and NPL. 
14. Slow downloading and lack of proper guidance are the major problems 
faced by the IIT and NPL users respectively (Table-II). 
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FINDINGS FROM STAFF ANALYSIS 
1. IIT library commenced both e-joumals and CD-ROM services in the year 
1997, NPL library commenced e-joumal service in year 2000 and CD-
ROM service in year 1992. 
2. IIT library allocated 19 Crore for e-joumal subscription and 3 Crore for 
CD-ROM databases for the year 2003-04 while NPL staff given no 
response to this query. (Table-12). 
3. Two thousand e-joumals have been procured in IIT library and NPL staff 
given no response. 
4. Subscription mode of e-joumals / CD-ROM databases is through vendor 
in IIT and through CSIR consortia in NPL library. 
5. All type of users such as researchers, students and faculty members are 
using e-joumals / CD-ROM in IIT where as all scientists are using e-
joumals / CD-ROM including other students in NPL library. 
6. Elsevier Science Group journals are most popular among IIT and NPL 
libraries followed by Springer Publishers. 
7. Most of the staff of IIT (50%) are not facing any problems whether (50%) 
of NPL staff are facing lack of training. 
8. No training programme is provided in both libraries as it is very essential. 
9. IIT is member of 9 IIT's and INDEST consortia and NPL is member of 
CSIR consortia. 
10. IIT and NPL libraries respondents responded that consortia is very 
essential to access more e-joumals and limited budget. Consortia is need 
of time. 
11. A good number of IIT and NPL staff respondents (81%) and (95%) said 
that users got impact and much benefited after the introduction of e-
joumals due to saving of time, currency of knowledge and infomiation on 
desktop. 
12. Users of both libraries improved their position and less users are coming 
in the library. 
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SUGGESTIONS 
The present study puts forward the following suggestions to be 
implemented for the improvement of e-joumal service in libraries of IIT and 
NPL, New Delhi. 
1. To reduce the slow downloading problem while access e-joumal, the 
libraries should acquire high-speed Internet and intranet connection. 
2. To solve the language problems in libraries, reference desk should 
provide translation service to translate the e-journal articles. 
3. In service training should be given to those library professionals who are 
already working, so that they may have a better understanding. Staff 
training programme can be carried out by different methods such as 
holding formal courses, workshops, seminars, lectures, discussion groups 
etc. The training should be practical oriented instead of theory based. 
4. Both library should add the following journals to their E-collection. 
IIT NPL 
a. Real Time System a. Tellus 
b. Human Relations b. Nature 
c. Oil and Gas Journal c. SIAM 
d. Harvard Business Review d. International Journal of Bifuration 
5. User training programme is also essential for the proper exploitation of 
electronic resources. 
6. Library staff must be skilled to navigate various electronic resources 
specially e-joumals, CD-ROM database etc. 
7. In order to increased use of e-journals by students, the faculty should give 
more assignments on latest topic so, that students may forced to exploit e-
joumal services more efficiently. 
8. The library should organize regular workshops to enhanced usage of e-
joumals. 
9. Library of IIT should provide sufficient e-joumals specially in technical 
fields for users. 
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10. Number journals available through consortia should be increased to 
access more journals in their respective fields. 
RECOMME^fDATION FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The present study brings into light on several topics on which further 
research can be directed. Based on the findings of the present study the 
following suggestions have been made for further research as: 
1. The study can be extended to all Science and Technology Institute 
libraries in India. 
2. The study can also be conducted to find out application and utilization of 
e-resources in different libraries of Delhi. 
3. The study can be undertaken to understand use of electronic resources by 
desperately Male and Female Science and Technology library users. 
4. The same study can also be extended to the University Libraries. 
TENABILITY OF HYPOTHESES 
Tenability of hypothesis can be checked in the light of above findings. 
HYPOTHESIS ~ 1 
Majority of the library users are utilizing the available e-journal service at 
IIT and NFL library, New Delhi. 
It is evident from the result of the study that most of the users of IIT and 
NPL libraries are utilizing e-joumals (Table-2). Mostly users depend on e-
joumal service because it provides easy, quick and relevant information. 
So that this hypothesis becomes proved to be true. 
HYPOTHESIS - 2 
Most of the users are satisfied with the e-journal services provided by the 
libraries. 
The finding reveals that a good percentage of users are satisfied with the 
e-Joumal services provided by the libraries of IIT and NPL. 
So the hypothesis becomes fully true. 
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HYPOTHESIS-3 
A good number of users are preferred to read printed journals than e-
joumals. 
It is a common feeling that traditional printed journals cannot be replaced 
by e-joumals. Most of the IIT library users (39%) prefer to read both version 
equally and 36% of users are interested to read printed version, where as most of 
the NPL users (44%) prefer printed version of journals. (Table-9). 
So that this hypothesis also becomes true. 
HYPOTHESIS-4 
Users of IIT and NPL libraries are very much benefited by the e-journals 
consortia among the libraries. 
It is clear from the staff analysis that in IIT and NPL users got impact 
after the introduction of e-joumals consortia such as usages increased in both 
libraries but least number of users come in the library because they search e-
joumals from their department or hostel desktop. 
There fore this hypothesis is also proved to be true. 
HYPOTHESIS - 5 
Users and staff of IIT and NPL libraries are facing problems while 
accessing to e-joumals. 
Users of IIT library (40%) are facing slow downloading problem where as 
most of the NPL library users are facing lack of guidance (Table-11). 
Most of IIT library staff having no problems while NPL library staff are 
facing lack of training. It can be concluded from the analysis that users and staff 
of both libraries are facing constraints while browsing E-joumals. 
So this hypothesis is partially satisfied. 
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DEPARTMENT OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE 
ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY, ALIGARH 
Dear Friends, 
I am conducting a survey on "Utilization of Electronic Journals in Libraries of IIT & 
NPL, New Delhi" for my M.L. I.Sc. dissertation work. In this regard, I would like to request you 
to fill this questionnaire and give your valuable suggestions in the space provided. 
For this act of kindness I will be thankful to you. 
Yours sincerely 
(Mehjabeen) 
Questionnaire for Users 
(Please fill the information in blank space or put tick mark as applicable in each case) 
Personal Details 
Name : 
Status : (Student/Research Scholar/Faculty Member) 
Institutions : 
1. What is the main purpose of visit the library. 
a) For study ( ) b) For research ( ) 
c) To browse Internet ( ) d) To search DR-ROM/e-joumal ( ) 
2. You access to e-joumals from 
a) Department ( ) b) Home ( ) 
c) Library ( ) d) Cyber cafe ( ) e) Hostel ( ) 
3. How often do you see e-jounals/CD-ROM 
a) Daily ( ) b) Twice in a week ( ) 
c) Occasionally ( ) d) Rarely ( ) 
4. What kinds of electronic resources have you access to 
a) e-joumals ( ) b) CD-ROM data bases ( ) 
c) Online data bases ( ) d) Others ( ) 
5. What is the main purpose of using e-joumals/CD-ROM 
a) For study ( ) b) For research ( ) 
6. Name at least four full text e-joumals that you use. 
a) b) 
c) d) 
7. Name at least four e-joumals that you would like to have access 
a) b) 
c) d) 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
•18. 
19. 
YES/NO 
Do you use "New journal list service" to learn about new added e-joumals in any 
discipline or do you use other e-joumals list servs YES/NO 
What percentage of e-joumals contents, do you include in your research 
a) Less than 10% ( ) b) 20-40% 
c) More than 50% ( ) d) Others 
Do you use e-joumals that offer only content page and / or abstract 
How do you read full text. 
a) On the screen ( ) b) Print out one the paper 
c) Download in floppy ( ) d) Others methods 
When both versions are available which one do you prefer 
a) Print ( ) b) Electronic ( ) c) Both equally 
Are you downloading your "e-joumals" articles 
If yes: a) Medium of storage 
i) E-mail ( ) ii) Computer ( 
iii) Hard copy ( ) iv) Diskettes ( 
Do you think that user training is needed? 
Have you got user training 
What are the problems facing by you to access of e-joumals 
a) Slow downloading ( ) b) Language 
c) Guidance ( ) d) Printing facility 
Which search engine gives frequently access to e-joumals. 
a) Google ( ) b) Yahoo 
c)Alta-Vista ( ) d) Any other 
Are you satisfied with the e-joumals service provided by the library 
What are the advantages of using e-joumals over the print journals. 
( ) 
( ) 
YES/NO 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
) 
) v) Others ( ) 
YES/NO 
YES/NO 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
YES/NO 
20. What are the barriers for not using e-joumals. 
a) Unfamiliar to e-joumals ( ) 
b)Non-availability of full text ( ) 
c) Lack of training ( ) d) Slow downloading ( ) 
21. Do you have any additional comments that you which to make. 
DEPARTMENT OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE 
ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY, ALIGARH 
Sir/Madam 
I am conducting a survey on "Utilization of Electronic Journals in Libraries of IIT & 
NPL, New Delhi" for my M.L. I.Sc. dissertation work. In this regard, I would like to request you 
to fill this questionnaire and give your valuable suggestions in the space provided. 
For this act of kindness I will be thankful to you. 
Yours sincerely 
(Mehjabeen) 
STAFF QUESTIONNAIRE 
Personal details 
(Please fill the information in blank space or put tick mark as applicable in each case) 
Name 
Designation : 
Institutions : 
1. Specify the year of commencement of e-journals/CD-ROM in your library 
2. How much budget is allocated in your library for the subscription of e-journals/CD-ROM 
for the current year (2003-04). 
a) e-joumal 
b) CD-ROM 
3. Specify the number of e-joumals / CD-ROM subscribed in your library 
a) Subscribed e-journals/CD-ROM ( ) b) Free of cost ( ) 
4. Mode of subscription of e-joumals / CD-ROM 
a) Direct ( ) b) Agency ( ) c) Any other ( ) 
5. What percentage of users are using e-joumal/CD-ROM in your library 
a) Researchers 
b) Students 
c) Faculty members 
6. Which title is most popular among users 
Name at least three 
7. What are the problems facing by you while providing e-joumals/CD-ROM service? 
a) Slow down loading ( ) b) Lack of maintenance ( ) 
c) Lack of training ( ) d) Financial difficulties ( ) 
e) Lack of inadequate telecommunication infrastructure ( ) 
8. Do you feel user training programme is essential YES/NO 
9. Do you provide any user training programme YES/NO 
10. If no. Why — 
11. Are you member of any e-joumal consortia ? YES/NO 
12. If yes : what is your opinion about the e-joumals consortia. 
13. Did you find any impact on the use of printed journals after the introduction of e-
joumals / CD-ROM YES / NO 
If yes: 
a) Usage increased ( ) b) Usage decreased ( ) 
c) Decreased first then increased ( ) d) Increased first then decreased ( ) 
14. Did you experience any impact on users after the introduction of e-journals. YES / NO 
If yes : what impact did you find 
15. Your valuable suggestions on of e-joumals / CD-ROM service. 
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